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Chapter 1761 Seven Colored Wind Chimes 

The young monk really didn’t want to understand, especially his master, who was getting closer and 

closer to him, the wretched look of laughter, the kind that can make people stand up. 

Naturally, the young monk did not think that he was He Shiyun in the eyes of the elderly monk. 

This led to the fact that the older the old monk got closer to the young monk, the more wretched smiles 

became. 

I didn’t hear the young monk’s question at all. When he approached the young monk completely, the 

elderly monk smiled wretchedly and said, “Beauty, I’m here! Let’s go to the room to play. play!” 

With that said, the elderly monk directly pounced on the young monk, and even kissed the young monk. 

Because the young monk was really dumbfounded and didn’t know what was going on, the scene of 

such a scorching eye appeared. 

When the elderly monk really turned to the young monk and kissed him, the young monk really reacted. 

In particular, the elderly monk seemed to be preparing for further action. 

This shocked the young monk. He didn’t care. The old monk was his master. He quickly pushed the old 

monk away and said with an extremely embarrassed expression: “Master! Master! You are this.” what’s 

happenin?” 

However, Lin was given a little blind eye, and the elderly monk regarded the young monk as He Shiyun. 

It seemed to the elderly monk that he was pushed by He Shiyun. 

The elderly monk became even more excited and said to the young monk: “My beauty, the more you 

resist me, the more excited you are. Hey, beauty, you obey the poor monk! I’m here! Don’t Revolt 

again!” 

The elderly monk said, and once again rushed to the young monk. 

The young monk finally understood now that something must be making a ghost, otherwise his master 

would not become like this. 

He has been with his master for many years. It was only his master’s method that he knew that there 

are other things in this world. 

Therefore, the young monk at this time looked at the neighborhood very vigilantly, and then endured 

the fear in his heart, and couldn’t help saying: “Which expert is in the dark? Please let me go, I am 

innocent!” 

But no one responded to the young monk, and the young monk was terrified. 

But just when the young monk wanted to escape, his master. 



Suddenly, in front of this young monk, he regarded his master as He Shiyun, and rushed forward 

strongly. 

At this moment, the elderly monk woke up, and before he had any reaction, he saw his apprentice and 

pounced at him wretchedly. 

The elderly monk was startled and wondering, didn’t he obviously pounce on that beauty? Why did he 

pounce on his apprentice? And why does his apprentice pounce on him? 

The elderly monk did not hesitate, and shot the young monk to the ground, leaving him unconscious. 

Obviously, this elderly monk should have seen something and felt that something was wrong. 

However, the old monk who has not waited for his age should use what means to see exactly what is in 

the room at the time of trouble. 

And Lin Kai in the dark, how could he let go of such a good opportunity, he just wanted to test this, the 

elderly monk immediately waved his hand. 

Zhen Qi was input into the body of the young monk lying on the ground. 

The young monk lying on the ground immediately regained consciousness. 

Of course, the current consciousness is not the youth’s own, but is secretly manipulated by Lin Kai. 

When the elderly monk was about to display something, Lin Kai controlled the young monk, gave the 

elderly monk a kick, and threw him to the ground. 

At the same time, Lin Kai also commanded the young monk, spoke, and yelled at the elderly monk: “Old 

bald donkey, do you still want to enjoy it alone? Although you are a master, you just said yes, yes. No 

wonder you broke the contract first!” 

The young monk said so, as if he wanted to sever the relationship between master and disciple. 

And the elderly monk was stunned for a while, then looked angry, and said angrily to the young monk: 

“Asshole thing! What are you talking about! Are you saying it again?” 

The elderly monk really laughed angrily. He never expected that this apprentice who had been with him 

for many years would dare to speak to him like this and even throw him to the ground. 

Unfortunately, now the young monk is controlled by Lin Kai. 

Ever since, the young monk looked at him with disdain. The elderly monk said: “Old bald donkey, don’t 

you just say it again? What are you! That beauty belongs to Lao Tzu! Now it has nothing to do with you. , 

You go to Laozi!” 

The elderly monk was even more angry and smirked, and his whole body trembled. He really did not 

expect that this young monk would really dare to do so. 

Good good! 



“The poor monk really indulges you too much. I originally thought today that you have been with me for 

so many years and have helped me with so many things. You are willing to wait for me to play, and then 

let you play! I didn’t expect it, but Dare to do this!” 

The elderly monk shouted angrily while taking out a seven-color wind chime. 

The color of the seven-color wind chimes is not the red orange, yellow, green, blue, blue and purple, but 

the death color of black, gray and dark. 

Give people a kind of evil weapon at first glance. 

At this moment, the elderly monk raised the seven-color wind chime in his hand, and grinned 

unceremoniously at the young monk: “Dare to take action against your master and me? Don’t you know 

what your master and mine are? Hey, this seven-color wind chime, the poor monk only shook it twice at 

the beginning, and the couple seemed to have changed people, and they couldn’t escape death in the 

end!” 

The elderly monk said, there was no longer any hesitation, and decisively prepared to shake this seven-

color wind chime. 

But Lin Kai did not stop, nor did he let the young monk step forward to stop him. He wanted to see how 

the old monk, the seven-color wind chime, is in his hands. 

Because Lin Kai could perceive the weirdness of these seven-color wind chimes, it didn’t seem to be an 

evil weapon in the first place, but more like it was contaminated. 

Sure enough, as expected by Lin Kai, at the moment the elderly monk shook the seven-color wind chime 

in his hand. 

The only bronze statue in this room, some evil spirits surged out of it inexplicably. 

Before this, Lin Kai couldn’t sense these evil spirits. It was because of Lin Kai. 

After all, he could sense this evil spirit or evil spirit before, but he didn’t expect that this time he could 

not sense it. 

Chapter 1762 Bodhisattva Lives 

Not only that, Lin Kai also saw the evil spirit surging around the only bronze statue in the room, and 

began to transform into strange flames. 

This group of strange flames, as if connected in series, circled the bronze statue of Bodhisattva. 

What is even more weird is that the bronze statue of the Bodhisattva seems to have been reborn from 

the fire. At this time, the eyes are just like those of a living person, open indifferently. 

When seeing the bronze statue of Bodhisattva seemed to wake up, the elderly monk was not surprised. 

Instead, he pointed at the young monk viciously, and then said to the bronze statue of Bodhisattva: 

“Worship Bodhisattva! This is my disciple. Son, he wants to do things that are rebellious, and he hopes 

that the Bodhisattva can be merciful and compassionate, give some holy water or something, so that my 

disciple can wash away the sins from my body!” 



This bronze statue of Bodhisattva seems to have come alive, and it can still understand what the elderly 

monk said. 

At the next moment, the bronze statue of Bodhisattva first glanced at the young monk, and then a drop 

of black water emerged from the strange flame. 

As soon as the drop of black water appeared, it flew towards the young monk. 

Suddenly, the young monk seemed to have encountered a poison that made people very painful. The 

young monk cried out in pain in an instant. 

And the bronze statue of the Bodhisattva actually met the elderly monk and said, “Huiying, have you 

done what I asked you?” 

The elderly monk immediately responded respectfully: “Bodhisattva, what you confessed, I naturally do 

it with my heart. Now I have just collected ninety-nine grievances and a lot of grievances. I will wait until 

later. Activate the formation that you told me, and then inject resentment and resentment into it!” 

The bronze statue of Bodhisattva was very satisfied, and said: “Very good, as you said, once the 

formation is completed. The benefits I said to you before can provide you.” 

Hearing this, the elderly monk looked extremely pleased, and hurriedly said to the bronze statue of 

Bodhisattva respectfully again: “Thank you Bodhisattva! Thank you Bodhisattva! Time is coming soon, 

there will be no surprises tonight. It must be able to activate that formation!” 

The bronze statue of the Bodhisattva said, “Where are the people who came this morning? Those 

people are from extraordinary backgrounds. It is easy to detect the grievances and grievances, but they 

are an accident.” 

The elderly monk said with a confident look: “Is it about Master Zhicheng who are you? Bodhisattva 

please rest assured, although Master Zhicheng has not seen much, Master Zhicheng still admires me and 

trusts me very much. My words. So in the evening, I will distract Master Zhicheng and deceive them to a 

certain place at will, so it will be safe.” 

“Well, since you are so self-confident, just follow what you said. But if someone dares to stop, I will do it 

mercilessly.” The bronze statue of Bodhisattva said abnormally and grimly. 

“Reassured Bodhisattva!” 

The elderly monk immediately responded respectfully. At the same time, he was afraid of using this 

bronze statue of Bodhisattva. He had seen it with his own eyes back then. The methods of this bronze 

statue were simply terrifying. He naturally didn’t dare to have any double intentions. 

And he can also get a lot of benefits by helping this bronze statue of Bodhisattva. 

After the elderly monk finished speaking, the strange flames around the bronze statue of Bodhisattva 

disappeared. And the eyes of this bronze statue of Bodhisattva were immediately closed. Obviously, this 

bronze statue of Bodhisattva shouldn’t wake up for too long and will fall into deep sleep. 

After the bronze statue of the Bodhisattva was completely silent, the elderly monk looked towards the 

young monk on the ground. 



At this time, the young monk was already in pain and didn’t feel anymore. It can be said that the body of 

this young monk was completely abolished and useless. 

Lin Kai kept observing in secret, even if the bronze statue of Bodhisattva was extremely extraordinary, 

he could not be seen hiding here. 

But the old monk sneered at the young monk on the ground again and again: “Hey, against being a 

teacher? I really wouldn’t dare to do it to you as a teacher? Is this good? Know how great?” 

Lin Kai looked at this scene calmly, the young monk had been killed by the bronze statue of the 

Bodhisattva and the so-called holy water. 

It is said that holy water is actually a power liquid formed by evil qi. 

That drop of black water is an existence that a grandmaster can kill, not to mention this young monk. 

Naturally, Lin Kai would not save the young monk. The young monk and his master, that is, the elderly 

monk, had been embarrassed for many years. 

It seems that I don’t know how many people have been harmed. 

Therefore, this young monk is more than guilty. 

At this time, the elderly monk did not care about the life and death of the young monk, but looked at He 

Shiyun. 

The elderly monk only regained his wretched smile. 

Now that he is alone, he can have fun. 

But just when the elderly monk was about to walk towards He Shiyun, the door rang again. 

“Who?! Didn’t you see the poor monk doing this?” 

The elderly monk was really angry, and was disturbed one after another. The young monk before him 

was nothing more. After all, he was his apprentice. He never expected that this apprentice would turn 

against him for a woman and would not allow him to cruelly attack his apprentice. 

Only now, there are still people who dare to bother him. 

In fact, it was Lin Kai who knocked on the door with infuriating energy and knocked there. 

Lin Kai used his true energy again, and deliberately created a voice speaking outside the door: 

“Intelligent Abbot, it’s me. After so long, hasn’t the bad luck of my friend been driven out?” 

The elderly monk didn’t expect that it was He Shiyun’s friend who knocked on the door. 

As a result, the elderly monk faintly responded: “It’s not good, it will take another ten or twenty 

minutes, you are waiting patiently outside now.” 

Lin Kai actually took the opportunity to go out, and even when he appeared, he happened to meet an 

acquaintance. 



So at this time, another voice started to sound outside the door and said: “Poor monk Zhicheng, I heard 

that the female benefactor who you drove out of bad luck inside is a friend of the poor monk’s friend. So 

if it’s troublesome, the poor monk would be willing. Let’s get rid of bad luck and shorten the time so that 

Abbot Huiying won’t be too troublesome.” 

“Zhicheng is here too?” 

The elderly monk knows the identities of Master Zhicheng. It is precisely because of this that he is not 

easy to do it, otherwise, he would have done it a long time ago. 

Therefore, at this time, when the elderly monk heard Master Zhicheng, his expression instantly 

darkened. If he wanted to not open the door, he couldn’t help him. 

Therefore, the elderly monk first dragged the young monk on the ground behind the bronze statue of 

the Bodhisattva, and then quickly finished this and opened the door. 

Chapter 1763 Fake Monk 

“Master Zhicheng, didn’t you say you would meet at night? Why are you here now?” 

The elderly monk was really puzzled. He and Master Zhicheng had arranged to meet at night. 

He knows the identities of Master Zhicheng and works for the country, and he can never shirk. 

And the more he shied away, the more Master Zhicheng was suspicious of him. 

Therefore, this elderly monk did not dare to show too much to Master Zhicheng, lest he would be 

discovered, that would be very bad. 

Master Zhicheng saw that the elderly monk opened the door and said politely: “The clever abbot, 

because the donor Lin next to him, and the poor monk are also friends. The appointment was originally 

made at night. But my friend came here early. 

When I first came here, I happened to see this friend of mine here, so I asked about the situation. I 

learned that it turned out to be a friend of this friend of mine, and it seemed that there was some bad 

luck to be driven away. The poor monk was thinking that he would also use some of these methods, so 

he wanted to help. ” 

The reason why Master Zhicheng is so polite is because the elderly monk in front of him is still 

somewhat famous throughout the country. 

Just like this, Master Zhicheng still looked very polite to this elderly monk. 

When the elderly monk heard Master Zhicheng say this, he first looked at Lin Kai with a faintly 

unpleasant and obscure color, and then looked charitable, and said: “The abbot began to think that he 

would spend more money. Twenty minutes to drive away bad luck for the female donor. But I didn’t 

expect that it would be removed for the female donor just now. 

Because the doom of the female donor is too difficult to get rid of, the female donor is a little 

unconscious now. But there is no serious problem, and you will wake up safely later. ” 

This elderly monk knew that he couldn’t do it. After all, Master Zhicheng was here. 



If the change is normal, even if Master Zhicheng is here, he will find a word casually to fool Master 

Zhicheng. 

But tonight is a critical time, and he can’t make any mistakes. At that time, Zhicheng was really a master, 

and if he discovered his doubts or something, it would be difficult for him to handle it. 

As a result, the elderly monk secretly said in his heart that it was a pity that such a beautiful woman 

could not enjoy it. 

Master Zhicheng was surprised at what the old monk said. 

He couldn’t help looking at He Shiyun’s place, and he found that He Shiyun was sitting there, as if he was 

asleep. 

Master Zhicheng couldn’t help asking: “Excuse me, Abbot Huiying, how long will the female donor be 

able to wake up?” 

The elderly monk hurriedly responded and said: “It will take a few minutes or so, mainly because of the 

methods used by the abbot. The female donor is still uncomfortable, so she passed out in a coma. Of 

course, it may be more than ten minutes. , After all, this abbot has driven out the doom of this female 

donor.” 

“Abbot Huiying is really a good way to get rid of bad luck so quickly.” 

Master Zhicheng was immediately amazed. He believed that Abbot Huiying, mainly because the elderly 

monk did have some ability. 

Of course, Lin Kai already knew that the abilities of this elderly monk all originated from evil weapons. 

But this evil weapon is indeed very powerful, not ordinary. 

If you use it well, you can naturally create the appearance of an old monk who is an accomplished monk. 

As the saying goes, laymen watch the excitement, and experts watch the doorway. 

Outsiders think that the elderly monk is indeed the master of the temple. 

In the eyes of professionals like Master Zhicheng, he is even a master with extraordinary methods. 

It was an elderly monk with a very humble appearance. He waved his hand and said, “Master Zhicheng is 

joking. The abbot’s ability is not worth mentioning in front of the forces behind you. But if you are 

worried, , The abbot will try now, can you wake up the female donor.” 

The elderly monk was not so kind, mainly worried about whether the bronze lamp would be exposed. 

Although there are still some peculiar aromas in this room, these peculiar aromas lose their effect when 

the elderly monk finishes shaking the seven-color wind chimes. 

However, the elderly monk still had some concerns, whether Master Zhicheng would see anything, so he 

took the initiative and wanted to wake up He Shiyun. 

Before the elderly monk had any action, Lin Kai said to the elderly monk, “Abbot Huiying, I don’t have to 

trouble you anymore. I will wake up.” 



Lin Kai said that he was worried about whether there would be any changes to the bronze statue of 

Bodhisattva. 

He appeared outside the door in this way, just not asking to eat the details of the bronze statue of 

Bodhisattva. 

After all, the elderly monk did not use the seven-color wind chimes to resurrect the bronze statue of 

Bodhisattva. He could not detect the evil spirit of the bronze statue of Bodhisattva. 

Explain that the bronze statue of Bodhisattva must have a certain ability. 

After Lin Kai thought about it, he walked directly inside. 

Seeing this, the elderly monk secretly breathed a sigh of relief, in his opinion, as long as it is not Master 

Zhicheng. 

So soon, Lin Kai walked to the side of He Shiyun, and then awakened He Shiyun who was in a coma. 

As soon as He Shiyun woke up, he saw Lin Kai and instantly felt relieved. At the same time, she was also 

very confused, and asked Lin Kai: “Mr. Lin, what’s the situation with me? Sitting here, I don’t know why, 

just…” 

Lin Kai immediately interrupted what He Shiyun said, and then said: “Shiyun, it was Abbot Huiying who 

drove you out of bad luck, so you passed out in a coma.” 

He Shiyun had actually moved Lin Kai, so he didn’t go on. 

And He Shiyun immediately stood up and followed Lin Kai’s side. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but said to the elderly monk: “Thank you abbot Huiying for his kindness, for driving 

away bad luck for my friend.” 

He Shiyun immediately said, “Thank you, Abbot Huiying.” 

This elderly monk was actually very angry in his heart, but he still smiled on the surface, waved his hand, 

and pretended to say: “Saving a life is better than building a seventh-level buddha. This abbot will save 

him without thanking him. .” 

Master Zhicheng also bowed to the elderly monk and expressed his gratitude. 

At the same time, the elderly monk said: “Abbot Huiying, since you are my friend’s friend, you should be 

tired if you drive away bad luck. So Abbot Huiying, you should take a break first. I’ll come to see you 

later. Now, with my friends, I’ll go out and talk about things first.” 

The elderly monk was naturally anxious. Master Zhicheng walked quickly and said: “Okay, no problem, 

Master Zhicheng walks slowly.” 

Chapter 1764 

Before long, Lin Kai took He Shiyun and left here with Master Zhicheng. 

As for the elderly monk, he was very unwilling to look at the back of the three people leaving, especially 

when he saw He Shiyun’s shadow. 



However, he secretly swears in his heart: “If the plan is successful at night, hehe, this beauty still can’t 

escape my palm!” 

The elderly monk thought so, he became more cautious, and he must not let anyone ruin his plan. 

At this time, Lin Kai, He Shiyun, and Master Zhicheng all left the Wuwang Temple. 

Only then did Master Zhicheng quietly say to Lin Kai: “Donor Lin, fortunately, if I come here, otherwise, 

this female donor will definitely be in danger.” 

Lin Kai was surprised secretly, he naturally knew what kind of trick the aging master had made secretly. 

He thought that Master Zhicheng didn’t know about this, but now he heard that he knew something. 

Therefore, Lin Kai pretended to ask Master Zhicheng without knowing it, and said, “Why did Master 

Zhicheng say this? Just now, you and Abbot Huiying, weren’t they very polite? Why are you saying now 

that my friend is in danger? of?” 

The reason why he didn’t tell what he knew was mainly to guard against the bronze statue of 

Bodhisattva. 

At this time, I saw Master Zhicheng even more cautiously said: “Donor Lin, we have already investigated 

some clues. This time the mansion is very important, so we still know a little clue. Through such a little 

clue, this clever abbot is very suspicious. The poor monk deliberately approached the clever abbot to 

gain this trust.” 

Lin Kai was suddenly stunned. It turned out to be like this. If the mansion is investigating with all its 

strength, the elderly monk will always have some clues, no matter how well he conceals it. 

Through these clues, and then synthetically inferred, the elderly monk was designated as the biggest 

suspect. 

However, the method adopted is not to provoke the scams, but to gain trust by this, and do everything 

possible. 

But what the mansion club did not expect was that the real behind the scenes was a bronze statue of a 

Bodhisattva. 

If Lin Kai hadn’t seen it with his own eyes, he wouldn’t believe it. 

At this moment, Lin Kai and He Shiyun, as well as Master Zhicheng, were already far away from the 

category of Wuwang Hall. 

Lin Kai then asked Master Zhicheng, and said: “Master Zhicheng, then what exactly happened to this 

ancient city on Yunshang?” 

Although he already knew some of the weird things about the ancient city of Yunshang. 

Such as the death of a dirty little girl’s parents, and the strange noises that have occurred in the middle 

of the night these days. 



I even saw it with my own eyes, and heard the conversation between the elderly monk and the bronze 

statue of the bodhisattva that came alive. 

But even so, even if Lin Kai’s information is added together, there is still a cloud of mist. 

So I still wait for Master Zhicheng to explain the situation completely, so that Lin Kai can come up with 

some countermeasures. 

When Master Zhicheng heard Lin Kai’s words, he nodded slightly, then looked around, and then 

whispered to Lin Kai: “Lin Shizhu, don’t rush to say it. We will also stay in this Luochen Temple for the 

two days. In the guest’s small yard, it’s never too late to wait to go to that small yard.” 

With the strong commercial atmosphere of this Luochen Temple, it is said that it is a small courtyard for 

entertaining guests, rather than it is a kind of homestay, which costs money. 

It costs two hundred yuan to stay for one night, but it’s really pretty much like a homestay inside. Of 

course, the element homestay related to Buddha. 

at the same time. 

In one of the rooms in a small yard to entertain guests in this Luochen Temple. 

Hu Xinru was leaning on the bed, his face was a little pale, and his shoulder was hurt. 

An Xiaoran was beside him, seriously bandaging Hu Xinru’s wound. 

An Xiaoran couldn’t help but said, “Sister Xinru, you have to talk when it hurts.” 

Having said that, An Xiaoran didn’t hesitate anymore, first sprinkled medicated powder on the wound 

on Hu Xinru’s shoulder. 

Hu Xinru’s face became paler, and his brows were also frowned, which was obviously in pain. 

But even so, Hu Xinru still said nothing. 

It can be seen that Hu Xinru has great perseverance. Even if it hurts again, I can bear it. 

Not only that, then Hu Xinru shook his head and said: “Compared to when he was just injured, this pain 

is nothing.” 

An Xiaoran gritted his teeth and said: “If I know who attacked Sister Xinru, I will definitely give that 

person a severe lesson! I don’t talk about martial arts! By sneak attack!” 

Hu Xinru and several people arrived in the ancient city of Yunshang last night, but they were attacked by 

mysterious people not long after they arrived. 

Fortunately, the number of people did not allow the mysterious man to succeed. 

In addition, the Huaxia Mansion attaches great importance to the situation here, so there are also 

several experts, so that they are only injured. 

Especially Hu Xinru, she was the first to be injured in a sneak attack. The injuries were a little serious, 

and the others were fine. 



Hu Xin said in a cold voice like this: “It’s really shameful. I am obviously a master at playing poisonous 

insects, and I still have a good understanding of poisons. I didn’t expect it to be poisoned. I was attacked 

by a sneak attack and shamed my teacher. I must I want to get this face back!” 

When An Xiaoran heard Hu Xinru say this, she couldn’t help but smile and said, “Sister Xinru, you don’t 

have wet shoes when you often stand by the river.” 

Hu Xinru felt even more depressed when he heard An Xiaoran’s words. 

An Xiaoran went on to say, “Sister Xinru, you have to take good care of your wound. Don’t go again for 

this operation, so as not to expand the wound and leave scars.” 

Although Hu Xinru was also worried that his wound might leave scars, for a girl, leaving scars or the like 

is equivalent to disfigurement, especially in such an obvious location. 

But she also knew that the task was arduous, so she shook her head and said, “Let’s look at it first.” 

An Xiaoran was helpless, originally she wanted to persuade Hu Xinru again, but at this time the door 

rang. 

At the same time, Master Zhicheng’s voice sounded, and said: “An Shizhu, is it convenient to open the 

door now?” 

An Xiaoran responded immediately: “Wait, I’m dressing up the wound for Sister Xinru.” 

Immediately there was Lin Kai’s voice: “Why is Hu Xinru injured?” 

When hearing Lin Kai’s voice, it was not An Xiaoran who reacted the most, but Hu Xinru. 

Hu Xinru suddenly said with some embarrassment: “When did Lin Kai come? Xiao Ran, bandage up 

quickly and put on a non-shouldered dress so that Lin Kai won’t see it!” 

An Xiaoran was speechless, but she didn’t say much, and immediately bandaged Hu Xinru. 

On the contrary, Master Zhicheng, who was outside the door, immediately said to Lin Kai: “Last night Hu 

Xinru was the benefactor, and they were attacked not long after they arrived in the ancient city of 

Yunshang. As a result, Hu Xinru was the benefactor and was wounded and left wounds. .” 

Chapter 1765 

Master Zhicheng went on to say, “However, the wound is caused by poison, so that the wound is a little 

ulcerated. It must be treated in time, otherwise it will be troublesome.” 

Hu Xinru in the room heard Master Zhicheng and explained to Lin Kai. 

She turned dark. She was so anxious to let An Xiaoran want to cover up her injuries and didn’t want Lin 

Kai to see it. 

As a result, he did not expect that Master Zhicheng proactively spoke to Lin Kai like this. 

However, Hu Xinru did not blame Master Zhicheng, after all, Master Zhicheng is a true monk, and what 

he cares about is that the monks don’t slander. 



Therefore, Lin Kaidu asked Master Zhicheng that way, and Master Zhicheng could only answer that 

truthfully. 

At this time, Lin Kai outside the door heard Master Zhicheng say this, and suddenly said solemnly: “If it is 

a wound caused by poison, it will still be a little unworkable if it is treated in a simple way. It will not 

work for a short time. What, but in the long run, there will be hidden dangers. Let me go in and see for 

Miss Hu Xinru.” 

After Lin Kai finished speaking to Master Zhicheng, he knocked on the door and said: “Xiao Ran, Miss 

Xinru, is it convenient to open the door now? I will go in for Miss Xinru and see how the injury is.” 

An Xiaoran knew about Lin Kai’s medical skills, and just heard what Lin Kai said, indeed, if it is caused by 

poison, such a simple dressing is indeed not good. 

The main reason is that there is no good hospital in the ancient city of Yunshang, otherwise it would 

have been sent to the hospital for treatment. 

Although An Xiaoran knew that Lin Kai’s medical skills were good, she still had to see what Hu Xinru 

meant, so she looked at Hu Xinru. 

Hu Xinru hesitated for a moment, then said to An Xiaoran: “Xiao Ran, open the door and let Lin Kai come 

in.” 

An Xiaoran nodded, and went to open the door for Lin Kai. 

And Master Zhicheng, knowing that Lin Kai was going to treat Hu Xinru, he didn’t stay here anymore, 

and said: “The poor monk will go back to his room to recuperate, and after the treatment is over, we will 

discuss it together.” 

As Master Zhicheng said, he headed to the room in the other corner of the small courtyard. 

In this small courtyard, there are quite a few rooms, enough for several people. 

Master Zhicheng and a few people wrapped up this place, mainly to avoid any interruption. 

At this time An Xiaoran opened the door, and Lin Kai and He Shiyun walked in. 

An Xiaoran had originally planned to ask Lin Kai, but found that there was a beautiful woman with long 

legs beside Lin Kai following. 

This made her look at He Shiyun and asked: “May I ask you who are you?” 

He Shiyun stretched out his hand politely, and smiled towards An Xiaoran: “Hello, my name is He Shiyun, 

I am a friend of Lin Kai.” 

An Xiaoran complained in her heart that Lin Kaiguo was really a big carrot, but she didn’t rudely shook 

hands with He Shiyun. 

She could feel that He Shiyun was indeed a very ordinary person. 

Ever since, An Xiaoran went on to say: “Hello, my name is An Xiaoran.” 



As for Lin Kai, he had completely walked into the room. He immediately saw the wound on Hu Xinru’s 

shoulder, and the gauze was still stained with blood. 

It’s been almost a day, and it’s still in this state, which is actually quite serious. 

Lin Kai immediately said to An Xiaoran and He Shiyun: “Xiao Ran, Shiyun, you stay outside for a while, I 

must treat Miss Xinru now.” 

“The treatment still needs to let us out? Sister Xinru is not an outsider.” 

An Xiaoran curled his lips, which caused He Shiyun next to him to laugh. 

But the two didn’t bother Lin Kai, since Lin Kai said so, he had his reason. 

An Xiaoran and He Shiyun walked directly out of the room and closed the door. 

And Lin Kai came to Hu Xinru’s side, looked at Hu Xinru, and asked, “Do you know what kind of poison is 

your poison?” 

Hu Xinru also looked at Lin Kai. After the last time she left, she still liked Liu Jiacheng, but now she likes 

Lin Kai. 

She did not shy away from expressing her love, which caused Lin Kai to escape last time, and he couldn’t 

resist it. 

That’s why Hu Xinru didn’t want Lin Kai to see the wound on his shoulder, otherwise, he would have a 

bad impression. 

Lin Kai didn’t think much about it. It was purely after the last time that Hu Xinru was a friend, plus Hu 

Xinru was also doing things for the country and eliminating harm for the people. This was the injury, so 

he took the initiative to come in and treat Hu Xinru. 

At this time, Hu Xinru heard Lin Kai’s words and said, “I’m not good at judging this kind of poison, but 

after thinking about it for a day, I can barely judge that this is a kind of bone-eroding poison. Bone 

erosion is highly toxic. If it is not treated in time, it will ulcerate the skin, injure the bones, and die 

directly through the heart. 

Because I am good at using poison, I also brought a lot of detoxification things or herbs. The spread of 

poison was controlled for the first time, but this was the first time I encountered this poison, and there 

was no real detoxification method. It just prevented the spread, leaving only the wound that has not 

been completely healed. ” 

Hearing what Hu Xinru said, Lin Kai nodded secretly, indeed. Fortunately, Hu Xinru himself is a master of 

poison. If he changes to someone else, even if he is a master, facing this kind of bone-eroding poison, I 

am afraid that he will have to die. 

When Hu Xin saw Lin Kai’s approval at this moment, she smiled and said, “It is precisely because I 

controlled it in time, plus I have been studying this poison all day. Finally, a detoxification method was 

developed. , So I asked Xiao Ran to buy some medicinal materials here and grind them into powder. 

Now I have just finished sprinkling the powder.” 



Hu Xinru said this, the original intention was to make Lin Kai not worry about her. 

Lin Kai shook his head and said: “Your guess is correct. It is indeed a kind of bone erosion and poisonous, 

and your treatment method is also correct. If it is a normal bone erosion distance, this method can 

indeed be completely cured. But. This is a mutated bone-eroding virulent poison. On the basis of 

ordinary bone-eroding virulent poison, another kind of toxic is added. 

So on the surface, it seems to be poisoned by bone erosion, but in reality it is another kind of poison. 

Therefore, the kind of powder you just had is useless. ” 

Although Lin Kai only glanced at Hu Xinru’s wound, through his Zhen Qi induction, he immediately 

discovered what kind of poison it was. 

This kind of thing is really necessary, and the right medicine is prescribed. 

So Lin Kai asked Hu Xinru again and said, “Miss Xinru, can you use your dantian energy today?” 

Hu Xinru is also a martial artist, and he is more powerful than An Xiaoran, and even Master Zhicheng. He 

is an ancient martial artist who has just entered the martial arts sage. 

There is also some Qi in the dantian, which runs through the whole body. 

Therefore, if you use the Qi of the Dantian, it will cause that kind of poison, and you will follow the Qi of 

the Dantian and run around. 

Chapter 1766: Assimilated 

Hearing what Lin Kai said in such detail, Hu Xinru naturally believed in Lin Kai. 

She immediately shook her head and said in response: “I also know that if after poisoning, if you rush to 

run the Dantian Qi in your body, some poison will accompany the Dantian Qi and flow in your body. So 

when I was poisoned last night, I The dantian energy is no longer activated.” 

Lin Kai glanced at Hu Xinru appreciatively and said, “Miss Xinru, you did a good job. Fortunately, there 

are people by your side. Otherwise, if you really run your Dantian Qi, then it is very likely that you will be 

in a short period of three years. Death within ten seconds.” 

Lin Kai also sensed this highly toxic toxicity. It was very poisonous. 

Obviously, this is targeted. Fortunately, there were still several people beside Hu Xinru at the time. 

If Hu Xinru were alone, even if she didn’t want to use her Dantian Qi, she would force her Dantian Qi, 

because that would have to display some strength, fight and so on. 

That’s why I said that Hu Xinru was extremely lucky to have companions by his side at that time. 

Hu Xinru was surprised when she heard Lin Kai’s sentence. She said in a puzzled manner: “Since this 

poison is so powerful, why don’t I feel anything? It stands to reason that the more powerful the poison, 

the easier it is to be detected. But I can’t even detect my poison.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and said, “It’s mainly this kind of toxicity, which is mixed with bone-eroding 

poison, so you still can’t detect it. So if you run some Dantian Qi afterwards, although it will not reach 



the level of last night. Planting, after operating the Qi of the Dantian, it is as horrible as death within 30 

seconds, but if there is no treatment within a few hours, it will also have the same effect.” 

“Then how should this poison be treated?” 

Naturally, Hu Xinru didn’t want to die, she was still young, not to mention that Lin Kai in front of her 

hadn’t caught up yet. If she died like this, it would be with endless regrets. 

Lin Kai smiled and said, “Miss Xinru, don’t worry. Now that I can see what kind of poison this is, naturally 

there is a way to solve it.” 

Hu Xinru heard this, feeling a little relieved, Lin Kai said so, she still believed Lin Kai very much. 

But she still had some doubts, and began to ask Lin Kai, “Then how can I solve it?” 

Hu Xinru is also very curious about how Lin Kai wants to treat this poison, she also wants to learn from 

it. 

After all, she knows herself and the enemy, and after she knows how to deal with this poison, she can 

also infer how to deal with this similar poison in the future. 

Lin Kai smiled and said, “You lean here first. You should know by looking at it. I will absorb all the 

poison.” 

Lin Kai didn’t use Zhen Qi, because once he used Zhen Qi, it was very likely to trigger that poisonous 

outbreak. 

It’s not that the zhenqi is not strong, but the zhenqi is too domineering and the toxicity is unbearable. 

Hu Xinru obediently listened to what Lin Kai said and leaned on the bed. 

However, Lin Kai began to use special methods, first to seal it with acupuncture and Hu Xinru’s shoulder, 

and then to use some methods to force the poison out of Hu Xinru’s body. 

It seems simple, but in fact it is very complicated, and if you are not careful, you will fall short. If it really 

fails, there will be no next chance. 

Hu Xinru is studying earnestly, and Lin uses these methods. 

Hu Xinru is both good at using poison, and naturally also good at detoxification, but at present, she still 

can’t solve the hidden poison in her own body. 

Looking at these methods of Lin Kai, Hu Xinru admired Lin Kai more and more. He never thought that Lin 

Kai would be so good at detoxification. 

At the same time, Hu Xinru also knew these methods, but it was the first time she saw them together. 

About six or seven minutes later, Lin Kai forced out the poison in Hu Xinru’s body. 

At that moment, Hu Xinru only felt his body, feeling very relaxed. 



At the same time, the poison that Lin Kai forced out was concentrated on the acupuncture and 

moxibustion. The acupuncture and moxibustion was originally silvery white, but now it has become 

purple and blue. 

Hu Xinru saw that the purple and blue color still exudes a strong poison, she was shocked, and couldn’t 

help but said: “It’s all like this, this poison is still alive. Thank you, if it weren’t for you to do it, I’m afraid I 

would really die here. Kind of highly toxic.” 

Lin Kai shook his head, and immediately he lowered his eyes to look at the acupuncture and moxibustion 

in his hand, and the purple-cyan on it finally formed a drop of purple-cyan water. 

This purple-cyan water inexplicably reminded him of the black water displayed by the bronze statue of 

the Bodhisattva before, the so-called holy water. 

But there is still a big difference between the two, that black water is formed by evil spirits. 

And this purple-cyan was poisonous, but this poison once again made Lin Kai feel very strange. 

Lin Kai muttered to himself: “This toxicity is indeed special. It is still alive and I don’t know if it can be 

used.” 

“Try it.” 

Hu Xinru is also very curious, now she feels that her body is much better than just before. 

Obviously because this toxicity is completely resolved in the body. 

As a result, Hu Xinru was in very good condition. While she was talking, she pinched a pair of fingers 

with two fingers. She did not know where she came from, and she caught a **** centipede. 

This pure black centipede is very toxic at first glance. 

But Lin Kai shook his head again and said, “It’s not easy to test with toxic animals. You need a non-toxic 

animal.” 

Hu Xinru heard the words and was immediately embarrassed, because all the things she raised were 

poisonous, such as snakes, spiders, and scorpions, as well as all kinds of weird poisonous insects. 

Lin Kai knew Hu Xinru’s embarrassment, so he smiled and said, “Let’s ask Xiao Ran if there is anything 

selling white mice around here.” 

In this way, Lin Kai opened the door, and An Xiaoran and He Shiyun outside were enjoying the exchange. 

When I saw Lin Kai open the door, I was very surprised. 

Then I learned that Lin Kai had treated Hu Xinru well, and I was very happy. 

At the same time, Lin Kai also explained the universe. 

An Xiaoran remembered that there was an annoying mouse in her room. This kind of mouse is harmful. 

So it’s nothing to experiment. 

So An Xiaoran went to transfer the mouse from that room, and it was about ten minutes later. 



Master Zhicheng walked out the door and took a look together because of the movement here. 

Lin Kai then contaminated the mouse with a drop of purple-cyan water. 

I saw that mouse, under everyone’s astonished eyes, it turned into a pool of blue-purple water in just 

ten seconds! 

Yes, it’s not **** water! But a pool of blue-purple water! 

In short, the body of this mouse has been assimilated! 

A pool of blue-purple water on the ground also has a highly toxic effect! 

Even Hu Xinru, who had seen all kinds of poisons, was shocked. 

Chapter 1767: Arrange Action 

“What’s the situation?” 

Hu Xinru frowned. She had never heard of the poison that could assimilate animal corpses. 

Master Zhicheng watched by the side, and they all looked at each other, seemingly unable to 

understand this scene. 

This poison is so powerful, doesn’t it mean that if someone gets caught, he will definitely die. 

Not only will it die, but it will even affect other people. 

Only Lin Kai squinted his eyes, this kind of toxicity actually does not belong to this mortal world. 

To be precise, this poison only exists in the world of cultivating immortals and is a means of cultivating 

immortals. 

However, he was not good at explaining anything like this. He was just puzzled by everyone, and said: 

“This poison is being blended into other things, causing it to become so powerful. Fortunately, this 

poison has this kind of poison to this small animal. The effect is not assimilated in this way as we human 

beings. Of course, other means are not ruled out, as that would be dangerous.” 

At this time, An Xiaoran suddenly said: “How do I feel this poisonous aura, it seems to be in the ancient 

tomb in the East China Sea, the hydra stone statue, the liquid spit out?” 

When An Xiaoran said so, both Lin Kai and Master Zhicheng looked at once again, the pool of blue-

purple poisonous water on the ground, and then began to sink into memories. 

In the ancient tomb in Donghai before, only Lin Kai, An Xiaoran and Master Zhicheng were there. 

Although Master Zhicheng came late, he also saw the stone statue of the Hydra being resolved. 

It was also in the Qin and Han dynasties, and there were even traces of antiquities from the Western 

Zhou dynasty. 

It is said that later archaeologists discovered these two periods, but it is difficult to infer which period 

they were. 



At that time, there were no kings in the South. 

The scale of that kind of ancient tomb was definitely moved there from the north, but because of this, 

the key information is missing and it is difficult to find out. 

Lin Kai also recalled how it was when he was in the ancient tomb. 

The woman with the head of the snake in the main tomb of the ancient tomb was destroyed by him, but 

the woman with the head of the snake has said that she will definitely meet again. 

Combining now, the pool of blue-purple poisonous water on the ground seemed to be spit out by the 

Hydra, and the liquid was still somewhat similar. 

It should be said that it may be the hydra spit out, that liquid merged into a kind of poison, and thus 

became the new kind of poison. 

What is going on here? 

Suddenly, Lin Kai was also very puzzled, especially when he remembered what the woman with a 

snakehead said at the end. 

However, this ancient city on Yunshang was built during the Jin Dynasty, and like the ancient tombs, it is 

quite old. 

Normally, no one associates this ancient city on Yunshang with that ancient tomb in the East China Sea. 

But the pool of cyan-purple poisonous water on the ground now had the aura of a hydra, and it couldn’t 

let anyone connect the two together. 

Lin Kai already knew that the woman with a human head and a snake body in the ancient tomb was not 

the real owner of the ancient tomb, but just occupied it. 

And Lin Kai also knew that the woman with a human head and a snake body was at least a true immortal 

cultivator. 

In the first sentence after the woman with a human head and a snake body woke up, she developed a 

surprised voice at Lin, saying that there are even cultivators in this world. 

The immortal cultivator in that mouth was talking about Lin Kai. 

Obviously, the identity of the woman with the head and the snake body is by no means ordinary. 

Thinking of this, Lin Kai couldn’t help asking Hu Xinru, and said, “Miss Xinru, did you see what the face of 

the person who attacked you last night was?” 

Hu Xinru immediately shook his head and responded: “It is because I can’t see what the face looks like, 

otherwise I would have reported it to him to find out his identity. But we all suspect that it may be the 

man behind the ancient city of Yunshang?” 

Lin Kai nodded slightly. If he really saw something, he would definitely be able to detect it through the 

Skynet system with the skills of the people above. 

But the face is not visible, which makes it impossible to find out. 



Behind the scenes? 

Lin Kai subconsciously said, “Is Abbot Huiying?” 

Master Zhicheng shook his head and said: “A few people look like that, it’s not Abbot Huiying. Moreover, 

they are wearing that kind of night clothes, and they can’t see anything at all, but judging from the 

figure, it seems that it is a woman or something . 

Of course, according to our investigation, from the clues, Abbot Huiying is not really behind the scenes, 

there is definitely someone else. I just don’t know who this other person is. ” 

Lin Kai was slightly surprised, he knew that behind the scenes was definitely related to the bronze statue 

of Bodhisattva. 

He didn’t expect that the people above didn’t know the bronze statue of Bodhisattva, but could know 

that the black hand behind the scenes was not Abbot Huiying through some clues. 

After thinking about it, Lin Kai went on to say: “I got some information that Abbot Huiying will fool you 

away at night. He collected those grievances and grievances to start a formation tonight. Although I 

don’t know. What is that formation, but I know that if this formation is activated, everyone in this 

ancient city of Yunshang will probably suffer. 

In this way, we will do our best. You were deliberately deceived by Abbot Huiying. I’m here to observe 

that when Abbot Huiying really wants to go there, when the formation is activated, I will notify you in 

advance. ” 

As for Lin Kai himself not to stop Abbot Huiying, he naturally stared at the bronze statue of Bodhisattva. 

When Master Zhicheng heard Lin Kai say this, they were surprised at first, but they didn’t even know 

how long Lin Kai had come to Yunshang Ancient City. 

But when I thought of Lin Kai’s ability, he was all relieved. 

Therefore, Master Zhicheng and several people believed Lin Kai’s words and nodded their heads. 

An Xiaoran couldn’t help but asked Lin Kai, “Lin Kai, what are you going to do?” 

Lin Kai said, “I will stare at Abbot Huiying first, if you can’t make it, I will take action.” 

As long as the bronze statue of Bodhisattva doesn’t show up, he still stares at Abbot Huiying. 

Among these people, He Shiyun alone will not participate, after all, He Shiyun is just an ordinary person. 

But Lin Kai gave He Shiyun many amulets, at least it was safe for He Shiyun to stay here. 

What’s more, some people in the Huaxia Mansion will also guard here, so there is no need for Lin Kai to 

worry too much. 

At this time, after Lin Kai finished making arrangements. 

An Xiaoran couldn’t help but said, curling his lips and said: “Lin Kai, why do you want to tell the person 

who is Ye Muqi on my phone, you keep calling, and it’s so annoying.” 



Lin Kai hasn’t waited for any response. 

An Xiaoran said with a vigorous expression: “Lin Kai, listen to that Ye Muqi said, did you blurt out my 

phone number?” 

Lin Kai wondered about An Xiaoran’s sudden change, and then he said, “Yes, what’s the problem?” 

“No problem, no problem!” 

An Xiaoran immediately responded with a happier smile. 

Chapter 1768 

Master Zhicheng stood by and shook his head and said, “Donor Lin is indeed a memorable one. To the 

poor monk, I have to turn it down before I can remember.” 

An Xiaoran glanced at Master Zhicheng and snorted: “This is not memorable. Master Zhicheng, you 

don’t know about it. Often you care about something, the more you can blurt it out. ” 

“That’s it.” 

Master Zhicheng couldn’t help asking Xiang Lin Kai, and said, “Donor Lin, can you blurt out the poor 

monk’s cell phone number?” 

Lin Kai nodded in response: “It’s the same blurted out.” 

If it is someone else, it may be true. But as a cultivator of immortality, Lin Kai couldn’t do that, wouldn’t 

it be very shameful. 

When he heard this, Master Zhicheng shook his head and said to An Xiaoran: “Donor An, look at it. The 

poor monks have said that Donor Lin is not an ordinary person, and everyone will blurt out like this.” 

An Xiaoran was suddenly depressed. 

But He Shiyun and Hu Xinru both heard the words and breathed a sigh of relief inexplicably. 

Because they all like Lin Kai too, if Lin Kai really cares about An Xiaoran so much, it would be difficult for 

them to handle it. 

Several people discussed the plan for a while. 

At about half past six in the evening, a young monk came over. 

The young monk came directly to Master Zhicheng and said to Master Zhicheng: “Master Zhicheng, our 

Abbot Huiying, invite you and some of your friends to discuss things at the Wuwang Palace.” 

Master Lin Kai and Master Zhicheng have long been expecting Abbot Huiying to invite them over. 

Abbot Huiying wants to calculate them, so why don’t they want to calculate Abbot Huiying. 

So at this time, Master Zhicheng took An Xiaoran, Hu Xinru, and a few others to Abbot Huiying’s. 

As for Lin Kai and He Shiyun, it is naturally impossible to follow Master Zhicheng in this way, and they 

have already agreed that they will act separately. 



At this moment, Lin Kai and He Shiyun stayed in this room. 

He Shiyun said a lot of worry: “Mr. Lin, are you going to solve the weirdness of the Luochen Temple, will 

you be in great danger?” 

Lin Kai shook his head and smiled: “Shiyun, you don’t have to worry, we will be fine. You just stay here 

obediently, and you wear more of the amulet I gave you.” 

He Shiyun nodded obediently, as if thinking of something, and then asked: “By the way, Mr. Lin, that 

dirty little girl, and that little boy, should you be okay tonight?” 

After He Shiyun said this, Lin Kai only realized that Abbot Huiying would start the final big move tonight. 

After all, the dirty little girl and the boy’s parents were killed by Abbot Huiying. 

Abbot Huiying didn’t know what actions would be taken tonight that would harm the dirty little girl and 

the little boy. 

Thinking of this, Lin Kai immediately used an extraction system and a fairy method to go to the dirty 

little girl and the little boy. 

Immediately, Lin Kai asked He Shiyun a few more words to stay here first. 

He was still a little worried, and immediately used the formation to extract the ability, and painted a 

protection formation at the door of this room. 

Under such circumstances, He Shiyun is absolutely safe, even if the bronze statue of Bodhisattva comes 

over, it will take a certain amount of time. 

If he did it, Lin Kai would be able to sense it, and he would come quickly. 

It didn’t take long. 

In the Temple of Wuwang, Abbot Huiying didn’t know what to say to Master Zhicheng. 

Several Master Zhicheng pretended to be surprised, and then they seemed to believe Abbot Huiying’s 

words very much. 

Then Master Zhicheng and several people quickly left the Wuwang Temple, walked out of the Luochen 

Temple, and headed towards the southwest of Yunshang Ancient City. 

When Master Zhicheng headed to the southwest, the young monk returned to Wuwang Hall and 

reported to Abbot Huiying: “Abbot Huiying, I saw Master Zhicheng. People, have gone to the place you 

said.” 

After Abbot Huiying listened, his expression didn’t change much, and immediately he asked the young 

monk to go out. 

After the young monk went out, Abbot Huiying immediately smiled with a win-winner, and muttered to 

herself: “I’m still a master, hey, I don’t know such a simple fool. When you get there, even if you react 

Now it’s too late to come again! 



By that time, I had already activated the formation and completed the task! Hey, if the formation is 

activated, the gods mentioned by the Bodhisattva can descend into this world! And I will follow the gods 

and become a subordinate, immortal! ” 

Abbot Huiying murmured, getting more and more excited, and couldn’t wait to start the formation, but 

the time had not yet arrived. You have to wait until that time to activate that formation, otherwise it will 

be useless even if it is activated. 

Lin Kai knew that Abbot Huiying would act at midnight. 

Therefore, Lin Kai lurked in the night, waiting for midnight to come. 

However, at 11:40 in the evening, Lin Kai could hear the ancient city on Yunshang, making all kinds of 

weird sounds. 

That kind of weird sound was very strange, it was like the roar of a wild beast, and it was like the last low 

roar of a person who was about to die. In short, that kind of weird sound. The listeners are all horrified, 

just to feel that weird sound is just in their ears. 

Lin Kai was originally staying at Luochen Temple, but now that there is still a period of time, so he 

thought, first go to the strange sound, can you find out what the cause is. 

At the same time, on a street somewhere in the ancient city of Yunshang. 

The streets here belong to the locals, where they live. 

The locals know that in the ancient city of Yunshang, weird sounds will be heard these days, and very 

weird things will happen. 

So these days, the local people in Yunshang Ancient City all fell asleep early, and didn’t even dare to turn 

on the lights. 

So this street is completely dark. 

And on this dark street, there was a man who was covered in black robe, not sure if it was a man or a 

woman, holding an ancient flag in his hand. 

The ancient flag is black, and on the black, there is an ancient word “soul” written on it. 

The person who was covered in black robe was walking on this big street while holding this soul flag. 

Not only that, the person who was covered in black robe began to wave the black soul flag in his hand. 

Every time that black soul flag was waved, a large amount of evil spirits were released and spread to the 

vicinity. 

These evil spirits are like ocean waves, each time getting stronger. 

With this kind of speed and movement of this person, within ten minutes, these evil spirits can cover the 

entire ancient city of Yunshang. 

And to get rid of these evil spirits, it also brings some strange toxicity. 



Chapter 1769: Conspiracy Appears 

Moreover, the street route taken by this mysterious person in a black robe is more like a planned one. 

If someone with some eyesight passes through these street routes and then connects them together, 

they can see that this seems to be connecting what kind of formations. 

Waiting for the mysterious person in black robe to walk down the next street. 

Lin Kai had already arrived, near the mysterious man in black robes. 

The mysterious person in the black robe naturally couldn’t sense Lin Kai’s arrival. 

However, Lin Kai didn’t immediately act on the mysterious man in the black robe. He wanted to see 

what the mysterious man in the black robe was going to do. 

Immediately, Lin Kai saw the mysterious man in black robe and the black soul flag in his hand. 

The evil spirit released made him frown. Especially the weak venom entrained in the evil air reminded 

him of the extremely poisonous one that Hu Xinru had mentioned before. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai would not let this go on. Although the current amount of these venoms is not enough 

to make people dangerous, if there are too many, it will be different and will directly affect the safety of 

people’s lives. 

He also sensed that those evil spirits flooded into the homes of people nearby, and the weak venom 

entrained in them all sank into people’s bodies. And those people, whether they were asleep, or were 

playing mobile phones or surfing the Internet, didn’t notice them. 

This little venom is still unable to cause damage, but if it accumulates more, it will truly 

Lin Kai first used the true energy, and first eliminated all the weak venom entrained in the evil energy. 

No matter how strong those evil spirits are, if they don’t pass for at least ten and a half months, they will 

not affect people. 

After Lin Kai finished this, he didn’t do anything to the mysterious man in the black robe. 

It was very simple. He finally saw that the mysterious man in black robes was exactly who was Abbot 

Huiying, that is, the elderly monk. 

It was just because the elderly monk was constantly waving the black soul flag he was holding, so that a 

lot of evil spirits appeared by his side. 

So Lin Kai took a moment to see what the real face was. But now the elderly monk, waving the black 

spirit flag in his hand is slow, so he can see clearly. 

Although this elderly monk wears a large black robe, he can still see his body shape. 

It was not the elderly monk who attacked Hu Xinru and others last night. 

Therefore, the person who attacked last night was probably an elderly monk, not necessarily the 

partner. 



Lin Kai didn’t rush to make a move. If he wanted to make a move, it would be a catch. 

It seemed that it was still early before twelve o’clock midnight, as long as it was resolved before twelve 

midnight. 

After that, the elderly monk finished waving here, and the black soul flag in his hand began to move 

towards the direction of Changqing Ancient Street. 

Changqing Ancient Street is not only the oldest street in Yunshang Ancient City, but also the most 

central location of Yunshang Ancient City. 

To be precise, when the ancient city of Yunshang was built, it was built around Changqing Ancient Street 

as an axisymmetric center. 

Under Lin Kai’s gaze, the elderly monk quickly walked onto the Changqing Ancient Street. 

There is no one around, and I don’t know why. 

However, Lin Kai knew what was the reason. The neighbourhood and other places were invaded by a 

kind of evil spirit, causing everyone to fall asleep, but it would not affect life for the time being. 

Of course, if you start some formations or something, it will be a bit bad. 

When the elderly monk arrived on the Changqing Ancient Street, another mysterious man in black robes 

appeared. 

This other mysterious man in black robe looked like a woman. 

The mysterious person in the black robe immediately came to the side of the elderly monk, and in a 

tone of up and down, he said in a cold voice, “Are you ready?” 

“My lord, foolproof!” The elderly monk quickly responded, the mysterious man in black robe. 

The black-robed mysterious man nodded slightly and said, “Okay, just wait for twelve o’clock, then 

activate the formation, and you will be done.” 

“Yes!” The elderly monk was very excited, and he went on to say: “My lord, I still have a doubt, I don’t 

know if it is inappropriate to talk.” 

“What’s the problem?” The mysterious man in the black robe said lightly. 

“The Bodhisattva said before that in order to activate this formation, something needs to be alive before 

it can be fully activated. I am worried that there is something wrong, so I want to ask, where is the thing 

that needs to be live?” 

Elderly old monks are mainly concerned, but don’t cause the formation to fail because of this. In that 

case, it’s not good, so I have the courage to ask. 

And the mysterious man in black robe, after thinking about it, said: “This formation comes from ancient 

times and is a way of blood sacrifice. And the selection of living things is among the group of resentful 

souls, and the one with the deepest grievance is the pair. Husband and wife. The children of the 

husband and wife are the living things needed to start the formation when the time comes. 



When the time comes, the gods will come to this event, and everyone in this ancient city of Yunshang 

will also become the people of the gods, and come out to welcome the gods together. ” 

The elderly monk was even more excited when he was said by the mysterious man in the black robe. 

Soon he wondered again: “The sons and daughters of the husband and wife, I know, don’t I need to 

bring the sons and daughters over?” 

“It doesn’t need to be so.” The mysterious man in the black robe shook his head and said: “The mark of 

sacrifice has been planted, so as long as the couple’s children are in this ancient city of Yunshang, they 

can use this to activate the formation.” 

When the elderly monk heard this, he was completely relieved. In this case, it would be really foolproof. 

But Lin Kai was nearby, and he heard what the two said clearly. 

His brows were slightly frowned, but he didn’t expect that the final calculation was really on the heads 

of the dirty little girl and the little boy. 

He naturally had to stop, but he couldn’t go in person now, he had to stare here. 

So Lin Kai thought about it for a moment, and then made up his mind. His soul has always been with Wei 

Shifeng. 

However, Lin Yuan and others have not been in the Leiyuan Group recently, so there is no need to leave 

the soul with Wei Shifeng. 

What’s more, he now has the primordial spirit, and can arrange to go in anytime in the future. 

Therefore, Lin Kai directly took back the soul, which was very fast. Although it was far away in the East 

China Sea, he took the soul back with a single thought. 

At the same time, he gave the Yuanshen an order to immediately go to the dirty little girl and the little 

boy. 

In just a few breaths, God Lin Kaiyuan came to the dirty little girl. 

At this time, the dirty little girl and little boy were sleeping there. 

Although the dirty little girl got Lin Kai’s black card, she obeyed Lin Kai and didn’t use it indiscriminately. 

If you want to use it, you have to use it on the blade. 
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As a result, the dirty little girl and little boy are still staying in that half of the house. 

At least it can live in it, and the dirty little girl also plans to arrange for her brother to go to school by 

tomorrow. Then I also think about myself and seek school to study. 

A new life, a new beginning, and a new hope are waiting for the siblings. 

All the brothers and sisters are very grateful to Lin Kai, so the dreams of the brothers and sisters are very 

beautiful. 



I didn’t know that there was a life-and-death crisis, and it was aimed at the siblings. 

However, Lin Kai’s soul, because he still couldn’t sense anything unusual about the siblings, he first 

gently took away the dirty little girl and boy. Stay away from this ancient city on the cloud for the time 

being, so as not to activate that formation. 

As for Lin Kai near Changqing Ancient Street, he looked at the elderly monk and the mysterious man in 

black robe, showing murderous intent. 

Through the dialogue between the two just now, we can also learn another very important thing. 

Let everyone in Yunshang Ancient City become the people of some gods. It sounds nice to say, but it’s 

definitely that kind of way, to wipe out everyone in the ancient city of Yunshang. 

Although there are hundreds of thousands of aborigines in Yunshang Ancient City, there are also one to 

two million people who have come to travel. 

Hundreds of thousands of people, in the eyes of these two people, are like grass and mustards, and they 

don’t take it seriously. 

It is naturally impossible for Lin Kai to allow this to happen. Not to mention hundreds of thousands of 

people, even one person, if he meets, will shoot. 

What’s more, the time is approaching, and Master Zhicheng should think that the elderly monk will be at 

Luochen Temple. 

If Lin Kai hadn’t come out to check, he also thought that the elderly monk would activate some 

formation in the Luochen Temple. 

Unexpectedly, it would be on this ancient street of Evergreen. 

So now, Lin Kai couldn’t wait any longer, his figure flashed quickly, and he immediately came to 

Changqing Ancient Street. 

His gaze then fell on the elderly monk and the mysterious man in black robe, without any cover, with a 

murderous gaze. 

For Lin Kai who suddenly appeared, the elderly monk and the mysterious man in black robe were all 

surprised, because the two of them didn’t understand where Lin Kai appeared from. 

Before that, neither the elderly monk nor the mysterious person in black robes had sensed Lin Kai. 

Especially under the current situation, it should be said that except for the few who left the ancient city 

of Yunshang and Master Zhicheng, everyone else should be in a state. 

If this were not the case, they would think it was someone who happened to pass by here. 

Even if there is a fish slipping through the net, if it is not in a state, it is indeed possible that it is a 

passerby. 

But the elderly monk and the mysterious man in black robes could sense the murderous look cast by Lin 

Kai. 



Obviously, Lin Kai is definitely not a passerby who happened to pass by! 

Especially the elderly monk, when he saw Lin Kai’s face clearly, he looked astonished. Then, facing the 

mysterious man in black robe next to him, he said, “I know this kid. I saw him in the afternoon. What I 

said earlier, the friend of Master Zhicheng!” 

Hearing the words of the elderly monk, the mysterious man in the black robe yelled at him: “Why didn’t 

you say such an important thing before? You have to know, this is not allowed for any mistakes!” 

The elderly monk was also very aggrieved, because where he could have imagined that Lin Kai was also a 

member like Master Zhicheng. 

When he wanted to come, Lin Kai came with He Shiyun. 

The elderly monk can be sure that He Shiyun is an ordinary person, and Lin Kai can’t see much, he must 

be an ordinary person. 

In addition, Lin Kai and Master Zhicheng met by chance, which caused the elderly monk to think that Lin 

Kai was not with Master Zhicheng. 

How could he think that Lin Kai was not only with Master Zhicheng, but he could even find it here! 

At this moment, the elderly monk can’t take care of that much. Seeing that the time is about to come, 

he immediately responded: “My lord, there is only one person, so there is nothing to be afraid of. 

What’s more, isn’t the time coming, I’ll come. If you procrastinate this kid for you, you can start the 

formation!” 

The elderly monk said, his gaze fell on Lin Kai, and the corners of his mouth smiled grimly: “Boy! It’s my 

clumsy eyes, I didn’t see that you are in a complete gang with Master Zhicheng! But what you have 

discovered is that It’s too late, hehe, you have to die too! If you follow Master Zhicheng, you may still 

survive, but unfortunately, you are going to be a dead man now!” 

The elderly monk finished saying this, and then took out the seven-color wind chime. 

The seven-color wind chime immediately turned into a seven-color light, and rushed towards Lin Kai 

with the elderly monk. 

Lin Kai could see that this elderly monk was also an ancient martial artist himself. 

In addition, the seven-color wind chime in his hand is a kind of evil weapon, so it is very powerful, and it 

can be more powerful than the master master. 

Even Bi Ye Muqi, the half-hearted cultivator, could beat it. 

But in Lin Kai’s eyes, this aging monk was still not enough to look at it, it was completely trivial. 

So when the elderly monk attacked, Lin Kai stood there, with a calm expression on his face, waiting for 

the elderly monk to attack. 

The elderly monk thought that Lin Kai was frightened and stupid, and the expression on his face became 

more hideous and proud. 



It was just that the expression on this elderly monk’s face instantly stiffened, because the next moment, 

he approached Lin Kai’s place. 

But Lin Kai just punched it, hitting the seven-color light, and immediately smashed the seven-color light. 

Even the elderly monk himself, as if he had been hit hard, went backwards crazy! 

It didn’t stop until it hit a wall hard. 

The mysterious man in black robe who was about to start the formation was defeated by Lin Kai when 

he saw the elderly monk. He immediately glared at the elderly monk and asked: “Use yours. All the 

strength, what is still in that ink!” 

The elderly monk heard this and knew that if he didn’t use his full strength, it would be difficult to hold 

Lin Kai. 

If Lin Kai was not held back, and if Lin Kai really tried to prevent the formation of the formation, it would 

have fallen short, and it could even be said to be overwhelming. 

As a result, the elderly monk did not hesitate, and instantly roared again: “Diamond Magic Technique!” 

Accompanied by the elderly monk, this roar made his whole body look very strange, half of his body was 

golden, like a big Buddha. And the other half is shining with black light, like a big demon. 

 


